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Consilience in the
New Millennium?
by Miles D. Wolpin

For half a century natural scientists have hoped
that their empirical findings would be assimilated with
alacrity by the humanities and social sciences. While
this has transpired to a limited degree, ideologically-
driven paradigmatic resistance to antithetical
empirical findings has, if anything, intensified in the
post-modern era. Ironically, there is an empirical
explanation for this recalcitrance — one which should
temper our optimism.

Caution, skepticism, and a sense of our limits
are among the attributes of the conservative
perspective. We should be quite careful when

confronted with the optimistic scenarios of our future.
This is particularly true for anyone cognizant of
prevailing ideological trends in the West, East and
South, or what Irving Louis Horowitz once termed the
"Three Worlds of Development."1

Despite the fact that C.P. Snow observed a
marked hiatus between the humanities and natural
science a half-century ago, there is little evidence that
it has narrowed significantly since then. Indeed, the
recent popularity of post-modern deconstruction as a
faith for growing numbers in conjunction with an
impressive continuing neo-Marxist presence should
inspire reserve in projecting probable empirical
dominance.2

There are two ironic aspects of Wilson's
(1998:42,62) optimism. Of lesser importance is the
fact that his Enlightenment-inspired faith in the
assimilation of biological and other scientific findings
for the betterment of mankind serves to locate him in
the progressive or left-leaning tendency — certainly as
someone with a liberal spirit. Yet the fact that our
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contemporary egalitarian intelligentsia places him on
the right itself underscores why our skepticism is in
order.

This is suggestive of an even more fundamental
ironic anomaly. Empirical findings — some of which
are alluded to by Wilson — explain why the scientific
paradigm is unlikely to prevail in the social "sciences"
and the humanities, let alone in our civic value
priorities; perhaps in another millennium, and even
then it is problematic, but certainly not in the next half
century. The scenarios delineated by Huntington
(1993), Kaplan (1994), and Francis (1999) appear to
offer a better fit empirically with prevailing civic
trends.

For Wilson (1968a:59,62,64) himself
acknowledges man's genetically influenced powerful
needs for supervening group bonding or loyalty,
spirituality and possibly a sense of equality. Doesn't
this explain the intense ("irrational") and powerful
resistance (Pearson, 1993) to conducting or disclosing
research that may impugn biologically egalitarian
assumptions?

While behavioral or empirical approaches have
advanced within certain social sciences (e.g.
economics, psychology, political science, economics)
and history, the predominance of egalitarian ideology
is reflected not only in resistance to or critiques of
such "methodology," but also by environmentally
deterministic assumptions or constraints in its
applications.

Phenomenological, therapeutic and
deconstructionist inroads affecting the foregoing areas
and permeating literature, the arts, philosophy,
religious studies as well as foreign language imply that
empirical progress will be modest at best in the new
millennium.

What momentum exists will be derived from the
relatively unimpeded contributions to scientific and
technological advance in other "hard" areas. As
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Wayne Lutton X John Tanton

MANDATORY

THE IMMIGRATION INVASION

WAYNE LUTTON AND JOHN TANTON

"Presages our gathering immigration storm
as has no other single publication" says
nationally syndicated columnist Georgie
Anne Geyer. The book discloses the
problems created by U.S. immigration
policies, discusses how we arrived at this
predicament, and outlines specific and
realistic solutions,
(softcover, 190 pages)
$5.50 (Quantity prices available.)

STALKING THE WILD TABOO

GARRETTHARDIN

The Social Contract Press is proud to be
reprinting several classics by Dr. Hardin.
This volume has over sixty pages of new
material including a new preface and three
never-before-published essays. The author
fearlessly undertakes to shatter the
misconceptions that haunt and confuse many
of the most important topics of our times, all
in the lucid style that has become his
trademark.
(softcover, 376 pages)
$15.95

MANDATORY MOTHERHOOD

GARRETTHARDIN

This second volume in the Hardin Reprint
Series is a terse, convincing, and often witty
discussion of a wide spectrum of contro-
versial issues, including the implications of
giving a fetus all the rights of a human being,
the feminist arguments concerning a
woman's right to control her own body as
well as the male's penchant for legislating
that right, and the question of when life really
begins.
(softcover 156 pages)
$11.95

THE CAMP OF THE SAINTS

JEAN RASPAIL

Originally published in France, The Camp of
the Saints has been described as the 1984 of
the late twentieth century. The Social
Contract Press is pleased to be able to offer a
reprint of this gripping novel, which
envisions the overrunning of European
civilization by burgeoning Third World
populations,
(softcover, 316 pages)
$14.30

CREATIVE ALTRUISM

GARRETT HARDJN

The newest book in the Social Contract
Press' Hardin Reprint Series is Creative
Altruism in which he gives an entirely new
perspective on the hot topic of altruism. In
this extensively rewritten work we meet the
"man from Mars" who, as an objective
thinker on subjects close to the human heart,
exposes our all-too-human biases and
blindspots on some of the most important
issues of our day.
(softcover, 208 pages)
$12.95

Back Issues of THE SOCIAL CONTRACT

Now in its ninth year, there are many
valuable previous issues of THE SOCIAL
CONTRACT journal still available, such as the
popular issue on "Europhobia: The Hostility
Toward European-Descended Americans."
Other issues include the abuse of the asylum
and refugee categories for entrance to the
country, the impact of church lobbies on
immigration policy, the secure personal
identification debate, and the declining job
market for high-skilled Americans due to
cheaper immigrant labor.

$7.50 each
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THE CASE AGAINST IMMIGRATION

THE MORAL, ECONOMIC, SOCIAL,

AND ENVIRONMENTAL REASONS FOR

LIMITING IMMIGRA TION

ROY BECK

Through on-site reporting, journalist Roy
Beck vividly portrays the damaging effects of
mass immigration on American workers and
local communities. Using numerous recent
studies from academic journals, the book
shows the 20-year decline in non-supervisory
wages, the widening of income disparity, and
the squeezing of the middle class. His review
of immigration history shows that these have
always been the destructive effects of
immigration in America when the numbers
have surged,
(hardcover, 287 pages)
$24.00

RE-CHARTING AMERICA'S FUTURE

RESPONSES TO ARGUMENTS AGAINST

STABILIZING U.S. POPULATION &

LIMITING IMMIGRA TION

ROY BECK

Pro-immigration propagandists have a list of
claims and cliches they effectively use to
silence opposition. Quite often these are
nothing more than statements, heavy on
sentiment and light on logic. Roy Beck has
rendered the immigration reform movement a
great service by taking these assertions and
shooting them down, one by one, with well-
reasoned arguments and support from
appropriate authorities,
(softcover, 216 pages)
$9.95

Video Immigration Project
Roy Beck's "charts and gumballs "

in several versions for various audiences

IMMIGRATION BY THE NUMBERS

This tightly edited video of Roy Beck's
charts and gumballs demonstration before a
college audience dramatically demonstrates
the magnitude of U.S. demographic change
caused by current immigration policies.

A two-minute introduction shows the
difficult of debating the immigration issue
and how this presentation lays out the issue
humanely.

AN ENVIRONMENTAL CHOICE:

IMMIGRATION BY THE NUMBERS

This version contains the same Roy Beck
feature presentation but surrounded by an
introduction and postscript that are explicitly
from an environmentalist perspective.
Documentary -style footage has Monique
Miller of Wild Earth as the on-screen host
and guest commentary by Sen. Gaylord
Nelson, the Father of Earth Day.
Running time: 24 minutes

Too CLOSE FOR COMFORT

A 27-mmute documentary that includes
Roy Beck's charts and gumballs presentation
in five short segments. Interspersed are fact
screens, interviews and narrated documentary
footage from the schools, workplaces and
neighborhoods where immigration is high.
Examines how America's quality of life is
changing. Roy's segment with the gumballs
about the ethical rationale behind immigra-
tion reduction is moved to near the beginning
of this tape.
S9.95 each.
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discoveries in such disciplines as physics, chemistry,
astronomy, cybernetics, and particularly medicine
indisputably enhance the power of mankind to control
nature and cope with problems more cost-effectively,
there will be a continuing "spin-off impetus for
biological research. Thus the anomalies (Kuhn 1966)
of egalitarian paradigms will multiply and assume
greater salience.

Yet tensions may be exacerbated, as will
"professional" hostilities, when ideological paradigms
and associated moral commitments are impugned. In
some respects, even conservative predispositions may
be threatened (e.g., "free markets" and the "sanctity of
life" or "right to life"). Worse, empirical research on
mass intelligence and intellectual competence is
hardly a basis for optimism.3 Following approximately
three decades or so of national priority (funding,
curricular development, teacher training) for
mathematics and natural sciences, the results have
been dismal. U.S. students are doing very poorly on
international testing, while the "average" citizen
exhibits an eighth grade understanding of science.

Ultimately, as Wilson (1998:52) himself suggests,
there is the lack of inspiration or appeal by the
scientific paradigm itself. Whether deistic or atheistic,
this Weltanschauung resonates as a dominant
orientation among too few of even the narrow
intellectual stratum. As he concedes, primal and
instinctual theistic spirituality and/or neo-tribal group
affinities continue to function, along with occasionally
overlapping egalitarian inclinations, as paramount
sources of inspiration at all levels of our "modern"
social structure.

Among most peoples, and even the elite in the
South and East, such tribal and theistic identities tend
to be even more determinative. This, along with
parallel affinities for structuralist egalitarian ideology
appears to be one of the empirical patterns of our era.
Similarly, as the immigration invasion from the South
reinforces militant multiculturalist movements within
the "scientific" Euro-American ethno-cultural area, we
can anticipate even more intensified resistance to
biological research findings which do not enhance the
self-esteem of such strata.

With the partial exception of Japan, the prognosis
for both positive and negative eugenic advance

(Pearson, 1996) is problematic, as is that for morality
(Levin, 1999:1-3) itself. This despite progress (Wilson
1998a:58-65) toward empirical understanding of the
latter's evolutionary and neurological origins. Hence,
caution and a sense of our limited prospects for
improving the human condition would seem to be in
order. IRS

NOTES

' While the East may no longer be state socialist, much of its
cultural heritage was influenced by the Mongols and the
Ottoman Empire. Authoritarian and despotic tendencies
remain salient in many regions.
2 This disciplinary dominance persists despite limited
inroads by behavioralists or those employing quantitative
methods in economics, political science, psychology,
sociology and history. Such methodology is not invariably
incompatible with egalitarian and multiculturalist
assumptions or conclusions.
3 Weissberg (1998:33), for example, refers to a 1987 survey
in which: "64 percent of the blacks and 40 percent of the
whites conjectured that they would be denied permission to
arrange a public meeting to protest the government's
wrongful behavior. Even innocuously publishing a pamphlet
was perceived as an impermissible activity by 53 percent of
black respondents and 28 percent of whites."
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Rewarding Illegal Aliens
President Clinton and many in Congress
push for more 'amnesties'
by Roy Beck

WASHINGTON, D.C.

The first four months of the 106th Congress this
year began where the 105th Congress ended
last fall: trying to decide whether to continue

granting permanent residency to hundreds of
thousands of foreign citizens with backgrounds as
illegal aliens in this country.

The pressure to put more illegal aliens on the road
to U.S. citizenship is coming from two major
arguments: (1) hurricane relief, and (2) equity with
earlier groups who won amnesties.

(1) The Hurricane Argument
The already powerful pro-illegal-alien lobby

picked up considerable strength after Hurricane Mitch
devastated large parts of Honduras, Nicaragua, and
other Central American countries at the end of the
year. To protect those countries from having to
incorporate deported citizens into their economies,
Congress was urged to let the illegal aliens stay here
permanently.

Advocates for illegal aliens have argued that
deporting them back to help with the re-building of
their home countries would constitute an extreme
hardship on the illegal aliens. And government
officials of Central American countries are urging
Washington to allow the illegal aliens to keep their
jobs in the United States so they can continue to send
remittances to their home countries.

Roy Beck, in addition to being Washington Editor of
The Social Contract, is also director of the website
NumbersUSA.com which offers a way to send faxes to
Members of Congress about immigration issues and
includes separate immigration voting records and co-
sponsorship profiles on every Member of Congress.

(2) The Equity Argument
The 1997 amnesty was aimed only at Nicaraguans

and Cubans because they had fled communist rule.
Illegal-alien advocates today say those who fled right-
wing dictatorships should be accorded the same
treatment. That would include Salvadorans and
Guatemalans, plus Haitians who were not covered by
the 1998 amnesty.

Amnesty critics who opposed the 1997 amnesty
are incensed that Congress might issue another
amnesty based on an earlier amnesty that itself had no
justification. None of the Nicaraguans amnestied in
1997 had been able to show that they had fled a well-
founded fear of persecution and deserved refuge. And
besides, communist rule and the civil war have been
over for years. The same points can be made about
those who fled El Salvador, Guatemala and Haiti. For
example, the 13-year civil war in El Salvador ended in
1992 and free elections were held in 1994. The 36-
year civil war in Guatemala ended in 1996 when free
elections were held. Even if one wanted to make a
case that the illegal aliens from those countries once
had a legitimate reason not to be sent home, that
reason no longer exists, the amnesty critics say.

Who campaigns for what?
The battle over new amnesties involves

essentially the same camps in Congress as during the
successful passage of amnesties in 1997 and 1998:

THE PRO-ILLEGAL-ALIEN-AMNESTY CAMP includes an
array of congressional Democrats and the minority
"Abraham wing" of the congressional Republicans led
by Sen. Spencer Abraham (R-Mich.) who is the Senate
immigration committee chairman.
THE ANTI-ILLEGAL-ALIEN-AMNESTY CAMP includes
some congressional Democrats and the majority
"Smith wing" of congressional Republicans led by
Rep. Lamar Smith (R-Tex.) who is the House
immigration chairman.
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